TIMES FILM ROLLS ON ATOMIC HEARING

Three shots of Hart and Nimitz in Hart’s Office. Hard explained meeting as “mostly a social call.” Unidentified scientist in yesterday’s material is James R. Newman, special assistant to the senate committee.


-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TIMES FILM ROLLS ON ATOMIC HEARING

1- (Blank)

2- Spectators, as Langmuir reading prepared report and tells about our misinformation regarding Russia and use of atomic energy.

3- Spectators: Langmuir still reading prepared statement.

4- Spectators: Langmuir still reading.

5- Langmuir says there is no need for some years for us to worry about control of atomic energy. Picture shows reactions of (left to right) four young scientists, R. N. Lyon, H. A. Nowak, J. G. Stangsy, J. A. Simpson, and H. A. Urey.

6- Langmuir discusses organization of scientific foundation.

7- Langmuir discusses questions of mutual inspection of atomic factories as security measure.

8- Langmuir suggests that, to be on par with other nations, [...]ght have to scrap our atomic bomb stockpiles even though such an action might cost five billion dollars. He is answering a question put to him by Hickenlooper.

9- Langmuir says science is the reason we won the war; can’t declare a holiday in science because we don’t like certain aspects of its accomplishments, such as the atomic bomb. This is in answer to question by [...]rd.

10- Langmuir--Connally questioned the workability of international agreements where the bomb is concerned, and Langmuir replied that the alternative to an agreement is another war.

11- Committee-- McMahon, Vandenberg, Austin, Millikin, Hickenlooper and Hart.

12- Vannevar Bush and another spectator at today’s hearing.

[...] indicates text is unknown/missing
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